
Welcome to the SOBERVERSE 
Home of “All Things Sober.”
• Intersecting healthcare with technology

• Change agents through innovation

• Fulfilling the mission of improving individuals, families and community.
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Sober.com = Advertising and lead gen revenue

Sobersystems = Advertising, licensing and user fees

Sobercoin = Revenue through points sales to agency 

Recovery Coaches = Training and Coaching revenue

Sober Podcast = Giving Voice to Recovery
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User with no
Recovery Capital

Sobercoin is exchanged 
for available goods 
& services

User, recovery people &
community, are introduced
to app as a means to build
Recovery Capital

App users & community
members are rewarded
with Sobercoin for app usage
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Our Team

DR. HAROLD JONAS 
FOUNDER AND CEO

RIA ROMANO 
PUBLIC RELATIONS

MICHAEL EWING 
BRAND ENGAGEMENT

FRANK B. WALCZAK 
DIRECTOR OF

DIGITAL STRATEGY
AT TZERO.COM

Our Advisory Team

DREW PALMER 
STRATEGY CONSULTANT

DARREN MARBLE 
CEO, CROWDFUNDX



Summary
Sober Network is actively engaged in revolutionizing the treatment industry by 
creating its own token economy. The intent is to offer fresh ideas to an industry 
that relies on dated interventions. By being responsive to a new generation of 
substance users whose primary method of communication lies in the palm of 
their hand, we can impact massive social change. Our technology expertise 
implemented on our various brands demonstrates a  thorough understanding of 
how we get things done. We show the ability and solutions on multiple 
platforms and are poised to prove technology along with incentivized human 
accountability, produces measurable, positive outcomes.

VISIT US AT: www.sobernetwork.com
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